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Prediction of a CDMA Output Spectrum Based on
Intermodulation Products of Two-Tone Test
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Abstract—A prediction method of a code-division multiple-ac-
cess (CDMA) output spectrum based on intermodulation (IM)
products of a two-tone test is proposed in this paper. An RF
power amplifier is mathematically modeled by a complex envelope
transfer function and, using this model, analytical expressions of
IM products and a CDMA output spectrum are derived, respec-
tively. By combining these two expressions, we finally derive an
analytical expression that relates IM products to a CDMA output
spectrum. It is shown in this expression that not only AM–AM,
but also AM–PM distortion affects the CDMA output spectrum.
Comparison between the measured and predicted results shows
that the output spectrum predicted by this method agrees well
with the measured spectrum.

Index Terms—AM–AM distortions, AM–PM distortions,
CDMA output spectrum, complex envelope transfer function, IM
products, RF power amplifier, two-tone test.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE recent digital mobile communication systems use a
code-division multiple-access (CDMA) scheme for high

spectral efficiency. When a CDMA signal is passed through an
RF transmitter, however, spectral regrowth is inevitably gener-
ated by nonlinear devices, and the spectral efficiency gained
by using a CDMA scheme is reduced. Since the spectral re-
growth is stringently regulated and is mostly generated by a non-
linear RF power amplifier, it is very important for RF system
designers to predict the distortion effects of power amplifiers
on CDMA signals. To this end, many techniques have been de-
veloped, each providing good results. Most of them build the
baseband equivalent mathematical model of a nonlinear power
amplifier based on the quadrature decomposition technique that
was first proposed by Kaye [1]. The spreading signal is then put
into the power amplifier’s mathematical model and, by using a
fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, the amplified CDMA
output spectrum is calculated [2]–[4]. Though this method pre-
dicts the output spectrum accurately, it is quite difficult to see
how a power amplifier’s AM–AM and AM–PM distortions af-
fect the spectral regrowth. An analytical approach is developed
by Wu [5]–[7], where the stochastic theory is combined to the
quadrature decomposition technique. In that paper, an analytical
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a general transmit system.

expression of the amplified CDMA output spectrum is derived
by AM–AM distortion, and the power amplifier’s traditional
nonlinearity parameter interception point (IP) is directly related
to the output spectrum. Unfortunately, to the author’s knowl-
edge, the relationship between intermodulation (IM) products
of a two-tone test and a CDMA output spectrum has not been
reported. Though the IP is closely related to IM, the IP is a
scalar parameter, and Wu’s paper cannot explain the effects of
AM–PM distortions on the CDMA output spectrum. Since IM
is a vector process, as is shown in [8] and [9], not only AM–AM,
but also AM–PM distortion should be considered in predicting
the amplified CDMA output spectrum.

This paper presents an analytical expression that relates IM
products to a CDMA output spectrum. With this expression, one
can predict the CDMA output spectrum only by IM products of
a two-tone test. Since the measurement of the amplified CDMA
output spectrum requires the spreading input signal that is gen-
erated from the baseband and modem part, it is much easier to
measure the IM products of a two-tone test than the amplified
CDMA output spectrum. Moreover, the analytical expression
that we derived can give the increased insight into explaining
why adjacent channel power (ACP) and IM do not necessarily
track each other. The reason is that the IM phase does affect
the spectral regrowth. To show the effects of AM–PM distor-
tion on the CDMA output spectrum, a nonlinear power ampli-
fier is modeled by a complex envelope transfer function not
only by AM–AM distortion. A verification is performed with
a wide-band CDMA (WCDMA) system, where the measured
and predicted spectrums are compared.

II. M ATHEMATICAL MODEL OF AN RF POWERAMPLIFIER

The general transmit system can be simplified as Fig. 1, where
a nonlinear power amplifier is sandwiched between bandpass
filters (BPFs). In Fig. 1, the input signal is of the form

(1)
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where is an amplitude and is a phase of the carrier, re-
spectively, is the carrier angular frequency, and denotes
the baseband equivalent input signal. Due to the nonlinearities of
the power amplifier, the input signal experiences AM–AM and
AM–PM distortions, and the output signal can be represented as

(2)

where denotes the baseband equivalent output signal and
represents the complex envelope transfer function of the

power amplifier. In (2), is equivalent to AM–AM dis-
tortion and to AM–PM distortion. For a narrow-band
memoryless system, function can be represented by the
odd-order Taylor series as [4]–[7]

(3)

since the even-order terms are filtered out by the second
BPF. The complex coefficients can be obtained from
the odd-order complex polynomial fitting of the complex
envelope transfer function. Note that each phase of has
a different value, which means that each order of distortion
experiences different AM–AM and AM–PM distortions. In
many papers, the complex nonlinearity is quadrati-
cally decomposed into AM–AM and AM–PM distortions as

, but, in this case, since
also has the amplitude quantity in addition to the phase
quantity, it is difficult to represent each order of distortion.
That is, if, for the most simple example, ,

, and , then

(4)

and it generates every odd-order harmonic components. This
effect is graphically shown in Fig. 2, where the waveform of

is plotted with various . It is clearly shown
in Fig. 2 that, for small values of , the waveform is almost
a pure sine wave, but when grows large, the amplitude is
greatly distorted by phase distortions and the waveform no
longer shapes the sine wave. If we use FFT algorithm, this
effect can be fully described and the output spectrum can be
correctly predicted, but an analytical expression of the output
spectrum is hard to derive since it is very difficult to derive the
general expressions of and . Therefore, we use
the complex envelope transfer function , by which an
analytical expression of output spectrum can be easily obtained.
For , can be represented as

(5)

Fig. 2. Waveform ofcos !te with variousp values.

and the general expression of is easily obtained, as will
be shown in the following section. Without loss of generality,

can be characterized by firstterms, and we will use
the following as a baseband equivalent model of an RF power
amplifier:

(6)

III. A NALYTICAL EXPRESSION OFIM PRODUCTS IN

CONTINUOUS-WAVE TWO-TONE INPUT

In a two-tone test, IM products are inevitably generated from
the power amplifier’s nonlinearity. Generally, is used as
a linearity parameter, but when an input signal becomes large,
higher order IM products are also generated. Therefore, we de-
rive an analytical expression of IM products in general order.
The input signal in a two-tone test can be represented as

(7)

where is an amplitude of each tone. The total input power
of this signal is

(8)

where is the nominal impedance usually 50. By comparing

(9)
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Output envelopes of: (a) carrier and (b)IM .

the resulting baseband equivalent output signal is

(10)

where is an output complex envelope of . The
general expression of is

(11)

and it relates to the output power as

(12)

where is carrier frequency output power, and
are th order IM output power. Equa-

tions (11) and (12) show that, if a power amplifier is properly
modeled, i.e., if coefficients are correctly determined, we

Fig. 4. Output power characteristics of carrier andIM .

can calculate the general-order IM powers as a function of input
amplitude .

To verify our analysis, we compare the output envelopes
predicted by (11) with those by harmonic-balance (HB) simu-
lation, which are performed on the commercial computer-aided
design (CAD) tool HP Microwave Design System (MDS).
Using MDS, we design a 2-GHz band power amplifier, perform
a two-tone test (1.99975 GHz, 2.00025 GHz), and finally
obtain the output envelopes of carrier and . At the same
time, the output envelopes are predicted by (11) with the
mathematical model of the power amplifier. The coefficients

are determined by the odd-order polynomial fitting of
the complex envelope transfer function, which is obtained by
AM–AM and AM–PM distortions of a carrier one-tone. The
two output envelopes are then plotted together, as shown in
Fig. 3, to compare the results. Since the output envelopes have
complex values, they are displayed in polar form. As can be
seen in Fig. 3, the two output envelopes are much close to each
other for both carrier and . It shows that both the magnitude
and phase of each frequency component are predicted well
by (11). In Fig. 3, the agreement in the small-signal region is
hard to see because of the small-signal amplitude. Therefore,
we present the results in another way, as shown in Fig. 4,
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where the power characteristics of carrier and are shown.
Excellent agreement between the two results is obtained, from
the small- to large-signal regions. Though we did not show the
phase characteristic, it also gives good agreement between the
two results. From Figs. 3 and 4, we verify the mathematical
model of a power amplifier and the analytical expressions of
IM components. Though we did not compare it with the real
measurement results, HB simulation is known as the most
accurate simulation method for a real system, and we conclude
that Figs. 3 and 4 verify our analysis.

IV. A NALYTICAL EXPRESSION OFOUTPUT SPECTRUM IN

CDMA SIGNAL INPUT

The derivation presented in this section is similar to that of
Wu [5]–[7]. The most different thing is that while Wu use an
AM–AM distortion only, we use a complex envelope transfer
function as a nonlinear power amplifier model in order to ex-
plain the effects of AM–PM distortion on the amplified CDMA
output spectrum. A general input of the QPSK modulated
CDMA signal is

(13)

where and are the in-phase and quadrature compo-
nents of a baseband signal, respectively. The baseband equiva-
lent input signal is then

(14)

which is a bandlimited white Gaussian process. An output
spectrum can be calculated using a power amplifier’s baseband
equivalent model since the power spectrum of and that of

have the following relation, which is derived from (2):

(15)

Therefore, in order to calculate the output spectrum , we
only calculate the baseband output spectrum and shift
this spectrum to carrier frequency. By definition, a power
spectrum is equal to a Fourier transformed autocorrelation func-
tion, and can be obtained from its autocorrelation func-
tion as

(16)

where denotes the Fourier transform of. Also by defini-
tion, is expressed as

(17)

where denotes the mathematical expectation of. Putting
(6) into (17), and recalling that is a real signal

(18)

The calculation of the expectation in summation is quite
involved. To develop the expectation, we use Isserlis’s formula
[10]

(19)

where is even integer and are zero mean Gaussian vari-
ables. The summation is taken over all possible ways of dividing
the integers into combinations of pairs. For example, for

(20)

Using this Isserlis’s formula and applying a tedious manipula-
tion, we obtain

(21)

where

(22)
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The above expression of seems to be very complicated,
but can be simplified as

(23)

where

(24)

Using (16), we can derive an expression for the power spectrum
as

(25)

where

convolution (26)

Equation (25) shows that an input spectrum is directly relates
to an output spectrum. That is, if a power amplifier is properly
modeled, an output spectrum can be calculated by an input spec-
trum with some convolution processes.

Now, we will derive an explicit expression of an output spec-
trum assuming a rectangular pulse-shaping filter (PSF). Though
a raised-root cosine (RRC) filter is used in many communica-
tion systems, its spectrum is quite similar to that of a rectangular
filter, while its convolution is much more complicated, and,

therefore, we will derive an analytical expression of a CDMA
output spectrum only for a rectangular filter. When a rectangular
PSF is used, a power spectral density (PSD) of the baseband
equivalent input signal is

(27)

where is the bandwidth of the PSF. The autocorrelation func-
tion of this input signal is

(28)

and the total input power is

(29)

To obtain , convolution is performed on the input spec-
trum in (27). Since has a rectangular shape, the calcula-
tion of its convolution is straightforward, and we get the equa-
tions shown at the bottom of this page. In general,

for

for
(30)

where is replaced by . Note that is different
for each frequency band since the different order of convolu-
tion is performed on the bandlimited input spectrum .
We have now obtained and in (24) and (30),

for

for

for

for

for

for

for
...
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respectively. We can derive a complete expression of
from (25)

for

(31)

In (31), the main channel is , the adjacent
channel is , and the alternative channel
is . Equation (31) shows that if
are correctly determined and an input spectrum is given, the
baseband output spectrum can be theoretically calcu-
lated up to frequency band . It also shows that each

th-order distortion characterized by affects the
spectrum regrowth in the band . The output
spectrum in the band is zero, which is a conse-
quence of assuming a bandlimited input spectrum. In practice,
there is no bandlimited input signal, and the output spectrum
is not zero in the band . Usually, the third-
and fifth-order distortions are dominant, and (31) can be sim-
plified for the case of , as shown in (32), at the bottom of
this page. To get an output spectrum , should be
scaled and shifted, as in (15). Using this result, we can predict
the amplified output spectrum of the CDMA signal.

V. RELATIONSHIP BETWEENIM PRODUCTS AND CDMA
OUTPUT SPECTRUM

Using the expressions previously derived, we can relate the
IM products to the CDMA output spectrum. When a power am-
plifier is operated in a weakly nonlinear region, it is a reasonable
assumption that the amplifier has only third- and fifth-order dis-
tortions. Then, , and the coefficients in (11) will be

(33)

Note that each phase of has a different value since each
phase of has a different value. Solving (33) for
yields

(34)

where each complex output envelope is decomposed into its
magnitude and phase terms. Using (12), the magnitude term can
be obtained by its IM power as

(35)

for

for

for

for

(32)
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For the same power in a continuous-wave (CW) two-tone and
CDMA signal input, in (8) and (29) should be equal as fol-
lows:

(36)

Applying (34)–(36) to (32) yields the baseband output spectrum
and then using (15), we can derive an analytical expres-

sion of the CDMA output spectrum , as shown in (37),
at the bottom of this page. This equation directly relates the
IM products in the two-tone input to the output spectrum in the
CDMA signal input. If the IM powers and phases of a two-tone
test are measured, the output spectrum of a CDMA signal can
be predicted with a given bandwidth. To show the effects of
AM–PM distortion on the CDMA output spectrum, we calcu-
late (37) in the following four special cases:

Case 1) ;
Case 2) ;
Case 3) ;
Case 4) .

The result is shown in Fig. 5, where the spectrum predicted by
only [ in (37)] is also plotted for comparison.

The alternative channel is not presented
since all four spectrums are equal in this channel. Fig. 5 clearly
shows that the CDMA output spectrum varies as the IM phase
variations, which means that AM–PM distortion also affects the
CDMA output spectrum. Note that the phase relative to the

phase has dominant effects on an adjacent channel, and the
phase relative to the phase on the main channel. Thus

far, as the ACP is concerned, we can state that case 3 is the best
and case 4 is the worst. Though we cannot measure the accurate
IM phases, cases 3 and 4 give the upper and lower limit of the
output spectrum, respectively, and, using this, we can estimate
the CDMA output spectrum. The difference between the two
limits will be reduced if is much smaller than and

is much smaller than . Generally, the real CDMA

Fig. 5. Effects of IM phase variation on the CDMA output spectrum. Case 1:
� = � = � . Case 2:� = � + � = � . Case 3:� = � =

� + � . Case 4:� = � + � = � +� .

output spectrum lies between the two limits, and, for this point,
(37) would be useful to predict the CDMA output spectrum.

VI. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEMEASURED AND

PREDICTED RESULTS

To verify our derivation, we perform a real measurement
with an RF power amplifier designed for a WCDMA system.
The carrier frequency is 1967.5 MHz and the signal bandwidth
is 4.096 MHz ( MHz). To predict the CDMA output
spectrum, we first measure the IM powers from a two-tone
test with two 1966.5- and 1968.5-MHz carriers. For the input
power of 12 dBm, the measured , , and are
9.0, 20.2, and 55.8 dBm for the lower sideband, and 8.9,

19.9, and 56.2 dBm for the upper sideband, respectively.
It should be noted that since, in our derivations, the
terms are obtained by a carrier one-tone measurement based on
the narrow-band assumption, IM and ACP are all symmetric
around the carrier frequency. In a real situation, however, they

for

for

for

for

(37)
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Fig. 6. Measured and predicted output spectrums (f = 1:9675 GHz,B =

2:048 MHz).

do exhibit asymmetry due to the frequency dependence of the
power amplifier, which is explained in [9] and [11]. In our
study, the difference between the lower and upper IM is not
much, and the frequency dependence is ignored. However,
when the difference is large, the frequency dependence should
be included in a power amplifier’s model, which will be left
for future works. To continue our current study, IM powers of
lower and upper sidebands are averaged as

(38)

and the IM powers , , and are determined to be
9, 20, and 56 dBm, respectively. From these IM powers, the
CDMA output spectrum of an equal input power is then cal-
culated using (37). Next, we measure the real output spectrum
of a CDMA signal. The real CDMA signal is generated by an
SMIQ03 signal generator, where the RRC filter with a rolloff
factor of 0.22 is used for pulse shaping. The output spectrum
is measured by an HP 8594E spectrum analyzer with the reso-
lution bandwidth (RBW) of 30 kHz. To compare the measured
and predicted results, they are plotted together in Fig. 6. In this
figure, the predicted output spectrums are converted to the an-
alyzer’s RBW, which means that the predicted spectrums are
multiplied by the RBW.

Several observations can be made from Fig. 6. In the band
, the measured spectrum lies between the upper

and lower limits of the predicted spectrum. Though an accu-
rate output spectrum cannot be predicted, its variation range can
be predicted by the two limits, and this helps to estimate the
CDMA output spectrum. The spectrum predicted by only
also gives good results, for it lies in the middle of the upper and
lower limits in the adjacent channel. Generally, the more accu-
rate output spectrum can be obtained if the more higher order
IM products are considered. However, if the fifth-order or higher
order IM power is 30 dB or more lower than the third-order IM
power, the output spectrum can be predicted well by only.

The difference in the band is due to the fact that a
real system has a finite noise level. This finite noise level flattens
out the output spectrum in this band. If the noise level is much
lower than that in Fig. 6, the predicted spectrum will agree with
the measured spectrum, which is also in the band .
With all the errors resulting from a finite noise level and ignored
higher order IM products, the real output spectrum can be pre-
dicted well by (37), which verifies our derivations.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have derived an analytical expression that re-
lates IM products in a CW two-tone input to an output spectrum
in a CDMA signal input. From this expression, we show that, not
only IM powers, but also IM phases, affect the CDMA output
spectrum. In other words, not only AM–AM, but also AM–PM
distortion affects the CDMA output spectrum. The phase
relative to the phase especially has dominant effects on an
adjacent channel, and the phase relative to the phase on
a main channel. Since it is difficult to measure the accurate IM
phases, it is also difficult to predict the accurate CDMA output
spectrum, and, as an alternative, we present the upper and lower
limits of output spectrum. The real measurement shows that the
measured output spectrum lies between these two limits of the
predicted spectrum, which verifies our work. The difference be-
tween the two limits will be reduced if is much smaller
than and is much smaller than . The spectrum
predicted by only also gives good results since it lies in the
middle of the two limits.

In our derivation, an RF power amplifier is mathematically
modeled by a complex envelope transfer function not decom-
posing it into AM–AM and AM–PM distortions. The reason
is that if a complex envelope transfer function is decomposed,
the effect of AM–PM distortion is hard to analyze, as shown in
Section II. Since AM–PM distortion has amplitude quantity, as
well as phase quantity, it should be considered in predicting the
IM and CDMA output spectrum and, for this purpose, we use
a complex envelope transfer function. For verification, we de-
rive an analytical expression of IM products of a two-tone test,
and compare it with the HB simulation results. Excellent agree-
ment is obtained between the two results, both for the power and
phase of and .

All the expressions in this paper are derived in general forms,
and the IM products or CDMA output spectrum can be predicted
in any order. For example, or more higher order IM prod-
ucts can be predicted. Therefore, this paper will help RF system
designers to predict the distortion effects of an RF power am-
plifier, and it is thought to be useful for future software radio
applications.
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